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Reflections: Standardizing Tests and Individuals 
by Caroline Hellman 

 

We are proud to unveil a new column in this issue of Idiom. “Reflections” is a forum for the 

voices, opinions, advice, and anecdotes of ESL professionals and will be published twice a 

year, in the fall and spring issues. Please send submissions to the column editor, Elizabeth 

Fonseca, at columns@idiom.nystesol.org. 

 

Applicants to CUNY sit for a 90-minute essay exam, a writing placement test used for 

both intake assessment and exit from remediation. The students’ responses to a brief article 

concerning trends in health, education, or technology will often determine whether these 

individuals can pursue their college degrees. As a professor who teaches developmental 

writing, the course students take if they fail the CUNY Assessment Test in Writing (CATW), 

I encounter many ESOL students. What strikes me every semester is how impressive these 

students’ lives are and how little these stories translate to the written page. What is lost in 

translation cannot be quantified—and by translation I mean here in two basic contexts: 

linguistic translation, in the case of non-native speakers, and translation to the foreign form 

of the five-paragraph persuasive essay, translation of the self into writing.  

Just as the richness of the students’ stories is rarely reflected by the five-paragraph essay 

form, their stories are far more complex than the platitude-laden and tedious exam texts. 

Computer information systems major Phurtenzing Sherpa, who until several years ago lived 

in a mountain village in Nepal, sat for the CUNY writing test this past semester. His father 

applied for a U.S. visa when the family had to contend with warring political factions and 

guns and explosives taking up residence in their home. Senegalese immigrant Makhfous 

Diallo, whose goal is to obtain a bachelor’s degree in electrical engineering so he can return 

home and improve communications systems in his town, was also in the testing room. These 

two students and others must contend with a prosaic essay prompt that might concern such 

bland suggestions as the value of multitasking or the prevalence of advertisements in our 

lives. It is as if the exam passage is designed to ensure zero likelihood of student investment 

in the issue at hand. This issue becomes particularly troubling when one five-paragraph essay 

response to something so culturally banal looms large in determining people’s futures. 

Because the CUNY writing exam lasts 90 minutes, the first draft the students write is the 

final one that is assessed. There is no possibility of revision, no second draft. Perhaps the 

weight of a standardized test with significant consequences is familiar to native New 

Yorkers, who have played that game—and potentially lost it—before. Perhaps this concept is 

a little more unfamiliar to recent arrivals to the city, students who have reinvented 

themselves in a new country. Their very lives have been revised, with personal existences to 

come only in second, third, or fourth drafts. 

I think of Phurtenzing Sherpa and how far he has traveled, literally and metaphorically, 

from his mountain village in Nepal. Mr. Sherpa’s life story is far too complex and important 

to risk ending his experience of higher education, and of writing in English, under the 

prescripted, unalterable framework of the five-paragraph essay. For an individual who has 

already achieved—and revised—so much, a one-shot standardized test does not suffice.  

 

Caroline Chamberlin Hellman, Ph.D., is an associate professor of English at New York City 
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year she is working toward potential changes to the CUNY-wide remedial writing policy. Her 

scholarship focuses on equal access to education, as well as space and place in American 

literature. <Chellman@citytech.cuny.edu> 
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